
Taking 
the Principles 

beyond the Procedures

Led by Robyn Avalon

Sunday, October 14, 2018 in Zurich

Open to Alexander Teachers 
from all styles. Limited number 
of participants.

Date: 14.10.2018, 10am - 6pm 

Location: Zurich (close to stop 
«Zürich,Kalkbreite/Bhf.Wiedikon»)

Course fee: CHF 160.-
(Students CHF 125.-)

Workshop language: English
(translation to German possible) 

Individual lessons (CHF 110,-/45ˈ)
can be arranged on Thursday, 27.09., 
Friday 28.09. and Monday 15.10. 

LIFEWORK

Additionally, Robyn will give a work-
shop entitled «Thinking Body, Moving 
Mind» on Saturday, 13.10.2018. If you 
are curious,  ask for more information!

Organizer and assistant teacher: 
Magdalena Gassner

For more information and to register  
call +41 (0)77 475 50 27 or write to 
m.gassner@alexanderalliance.de 

To learn more about Robyn Avalon 
and the Alexander Alliance Europe:

www.contemporaryalexander.com 
robyn@contemporaryalexander.com 
www.alexanderalliance.org 

WORKSHOP DETAILS POST GRADUATE WORKSHOP FOR 
ALEXANDER TEACHERS



This Post Graduate Alexander Work-
shop offers tools for teaching Alexan-
der's Principles inside the reality of 
people's everyday lives. It is open to 
Alexander Teachers from all styles.

Make the Work accessible 
and valuable in people's lives. 
Students come with real life, compli-
cated situations - deadlines to meet, 
non-optimal work or home environ-
ments, physical and emotional chal-
lenges, and more. You come with the 
«means whereby» they can make a 
change in their use, their thinking, 
their life. 

LIFEWORK 
TAKING THE PRINCIPLES BEYOND THE PROCEDURES

ABOUT ROBYN

Robyn has been a student of FM 

Alexander's Work for over 40 years. 
She is the Founding Director of the 
Contemporary Alexander School, the 
USA branch of Alexander Alliance In-
ternational (AAI), offering Alexander 
Technique Teacher Training in Santa 
Fe, New Mexico and Portland, Oregon, 
as well as being on the Core Faculty of 
the AAI German and Japan schools 
since their inception.

In addition to training teachers, Ro-
byn travels the world offering begin-
ner through post-graduate workshops 
in a contemporary presentation of 
Alexander's Principles.  Robyn enjoys 
the direct application of the Principles 
of  the  Work  into  people's  real  lives, 

working with people while they do whatever they do.  Whenever possible, she 
likes to travel to where people work and play, which has provided decades of 
rich and colorful teaching experiences: on a snowy mountain top with skiers, at 
a symphony rehearsal, at a dentist's side, in a potter's studio, on a football field, 
in a professional kitchen, at a horse arena, in a meditation retreat, on the Pila-
tes Reformer, in a training for cardiac surgeons, rock climbing in the NM moun-
tains, at the circus, and more.

Robyn is the creator of Living in a Body™: The Quintessential Owner's Guide to 
Natural Movement, a body mapping professional certification course offered 
worldwide as well as a series of post-graduate workshops called Ways of 
Knowing, which provide tools for accessing and incorporating intuition and 
imagination in the educational process.

Robyn has an extensive background in professional theater and dance, which 
she brings to her teaching. Her private practice incorporates a unique blend of 

Contemporary Alexander, Cranial Sacral, Visceral Unwinding, Deep Imagery, 
Matrix Energetics®, and a life-long study of varied intuitive skills, to create a 
unique somatic experience. She enjoys teaching the very young and the very 
old, the absolute beginners and the masters, and everyone in between.

Meet your students halfway. 
Help them make the leap from «chair 
work» to their reality of working on a 
dead-line with an overbearing boss. 
Help them access their ease and artis-
try while playing their instrument in 
an audition, not only in your studio 
with «hands over back of chair».

Take the Principles 
beyond the Procedures. 
This is its own sophisticated and 
unique study. It requires new and dif-
ferent skills, in addition to drawing 
upon your deep understanding, clear 
observations and skillful hands.

§ Learn skills for re-creating their 

actual environment and teaching 
within that structure. 

§ Learn how to use your hands 

through all areas of the body to 
access their fundamental ease 
and coordination.

§ Learn varied styles of teaching in 

activities.

§ Learn how to realize the «critical 

moment» where they know they 
can access a new choice. 

Being able to offer a student the tools 
to make a conscious new choice inside 
of the personal and professional situa-
tions of their life brings the Work to 
life! 

Students experience the Work as 
timely and important. They energize 
the next wave of excitement and 

desire to study.

We know what we have is priceless 
and life-altering. Let's teach them that.

IN THIS WORKSHOP WE WILL


